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Once there was a boy named Bob. Bob was having an elephant themed birthday party. He told a costume guy to dress up as an elephant for his birthday party. Bob started jumping with joy. He screamed with excitement.
"YAY, I'm having an elephant birthday." He said that so loudly that a real elephant from a nearby zoo heard him. The next week it was Bob's birthday party.
When the costume guy came all dressed up as an elephant, Bob said, "That's as an elephant. Bob said, "That's a pretty real elephant costume."

Bob thought there was something mysterious about the elephant guy. He didn't do any cool tricks and he didn't do any cool stuff. He just stood there.
The elephant guy but all of his friends were having so much fun with the elephant guy that he didn't care. The elephant guy showed them cool tricks and became...
very popular. He balanced on a ball, danced to Bob's favorite music, and gave everyone a ride on his back! Everyone wanted to invite him to their birthday party. At the end of
the birthday party, Bob heard the phone. It was the costume guy who said "I am sick, sorry I couldn't come to the birthday party." Bob heard the announcement from the
The zoo keeper saying the elephant has escaped! Bob gasped! He realized the elephant was real! But he did not want the elephant to leave because he became
friends with the elephant. So he decided to return the elephant back to the zoo and visit him every weekend.

The End.